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Fig. 1. (a) Global estimated error Eet  eetide; (b) global estimated error Eet  eeembias; (c) global estimated error
Eet  eeib. Units are in cm2.
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Fig. 2. (a) Global estimated error field for POCM 4C SSH anomaly field; (b) global estimated error field for T/P;
(c) global estimated error field for ERS-2. Units are in cm2. White denotes a negative estimate.
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Fig. 4. (a) Estimate of T=P error from Eq. (18); (b) estimate of T=P error from Eq. (19). White denotes a negative
estimate.
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Fig. 5. (a) Dierence between error estimated in Eqs. (19) and (12); (b) dierence between error estimated in Eqs. (18)
and (12).
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Fig. 6. (a) Log of estimated error versus Log of SSH variance for POCM 4C; (b) with points below 50° S removed,
contours indicate the density of the points, lines contour the point distribution density every 50 points. (c) Same as (a)
but for T=P ; (d) same as (b) but for T=P ; (e) same as (a) but for ERS-2; (f) same as (b) but for ERS-2.
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